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BECOMING A LIFE-CHANGING CHURCH 

Dear Group Leader, 

I’m very excited about what God is doing and is going to do at Real Life through our Life Groups. I 
love gathering together each week in a smaller group to dive into the Word and into each other’s 
worlds. Thank you for helping make Real Life ‘smaller’ as we continue to grow larger. 

The life-change strategy of Real Life can be wrapped up in three simple statements: we Love God, 
we Love One Another, and we Love the World. At Real Life, we love people by caring and growing 
through Life Groups.  As a Life Group leader, you have taken on an amazing role in helping care for 
those in your group, and by extension care for the larger body of Christ and our community. Great 
stuff!! 

Thank you for being a crucial part of this life-changing ministry. What you do every week with your 
Life Group is one of the most important investments you can make. I appreciate your faithfulness!  
Sometimes you may wonder if you have what it takes to make it. The short answer, YES! God will 
grow and equip you in powerful ways. There might be some days you feel like throwing in the towel. 
Truth be told, I’ve felt that way. Carry on faithful servant, carry on. Those are often the most rewarding 
times of leading, so embrace the struggles and lean into God. Great things are on the horizon. 

We want to help you and your group to succeed. Myself and the rest of the staff are available to assist 
you with any questions that may arise.  

Thanks for being you and being willing to serve! 

Bryan Smith 

 

i

All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching, and to fellowship, and to 
sharing in meals (including the Lord’s Supper), and to prayer.  Acts 2:42 
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A LIFE GROUP IS . . . 

1. A gathering of _________ to __________ people who meet weekly.  

2. The primary vehicle for living out the values we champion here at Real Life (Love God, Love One 
Another, Love the World).  With this in mind, our desire is to create Life Groups that will be an 
irresistible ____________ to the community.  

3. An environment that through friendship, _____________ the Word, and the __________ of our 
lives and the gospel, people would be drawn to God and grow in their faith. 

4. A means to grow together spiritually, serve others as a group, and encourage one another to take 
the next step in their faith _____________ with Christ. 

Our Vision  

Our vision is that the our Life Group ministry would be teeming with sustainable, healthy Groups that 
are Spiritually Alive, Inviting, Serving, and Growing.  

And as a result of following this “healthy” model, groups would grow in maturity and in number – 
naturally creating new leaders and groups.   

Group Time – Take a moment and talk about what each of these values looks like in your current 
group or in the group you will be launching: 
  
Love God = Spiritually Alive.   

Love One Another = Inviting.  

Love the World = Serving and Growing.  

  1

Life Groups will fulfill both the Great Commission 
(to make disciples of all nations, Matthew 28:19-20) and the  
Great Commandment (to love one another, John 13:34-35).
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SO WHAT'S A LIFE GROUP LEADER ANYWAY? 

• GOD IS A SHEPHERD 
From the beginning to end the Bible tells us that God has a  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                          
(Genesis 48:15; Psalms 23:1-6, Isaiah 40:11; John 10:1-16; Revelation 7:17). 

• JESUS SHEPHERDS PEOPLE THROUGH PEOPLE LIKE YOU! 

A.  Even Jesus himself could not   __a multitude of people (Matthew 9:35 -10:4). 

B.  A Life Group leader and apprentice can shepherd about    people (Matthew 10:2). 

C.  No wonder people begin to feel left out. 

D.  The way to reach the world is to multiply  and  (Matthew 9:38). 

• SHEPHERDING IS A LIFESTYLE 

A.  Shepherding is a matter of the _____________ more than it is a job (John 10:11-15). 

B. The Shepherd's job according to Ezekiel 34:1-6: To strengthen the weak, heal the sick, bind up 
the injured, bring back the strays and to seek the lost, to lead gently and not harshly. 

C. A Shepherd's job according to Ephesians 4:11-13 is to equip and release _____________ for 
ministry. 

D. A lifestyle that reflects the light of Christ (Matthew 5:16; 1 Peter 1:16; 1 Corinthians 8:9). 
  

1.  I will work with leadership as described in Titus 3:1-10 which includes    
     avoiding controversies and arguments that are divisive.  

2.  I will reflect the ministry, spirit, and theological position of Real Life Christian  
          Church. 

3.  I will respect that as leaders, couples living together must be married. 

4.  I will respect the guideline that there is to be no alcohol at group gatherings  
     (1 Corinthians 8 – 10).   

5.  I agree with and will sign Real Life’s Leader Covenant.
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SAMPLE MEETING FORMAT 
A Recommended LIFE Group Format for a 90 Minute Meeting 

Group time: (pros/cons of each) 

Portion of Meeting How We Do It Relationship

Welcome  
Getting Connected 

♦ 10 Minutes
Easy to answer sharing question 

that invites involvement from 
everyone

You to Me

Worship  
 Acknowledging Jesus’  
Presence 

♦ 15 Minutes Simple worship that focuses 
on the Lord in prayer & song Us to God

Word  
Experiencing Jesus’ Power 

♦ 40 Minutes of Study 
♦ 15 Minutes of Prayer

Interaction and application of 
God’s Word, followed by ministry 

to one another 
Time for personal accountability

God to Us

Response 
Extending Jesus’ Purpose 

♦ 5 Minutes
Planning and Prayer 

for Outreach God Through Us

Prayer 
Praying for Each Other 

♦ 5 Minutes
Prayer and Praise for what is 

happening in each others lives. God Through Us
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General Meeting Tips: 

❖ Begin & end the meeting on time. 
❖ Sit where you can see everyone. 
❖ Vary the format of the meeting.  Don’t get in rut. 
❖ 90/10 rule (90% ‘them’, 10% ‘you’ speaking during the meeting) 
❖ Delegate different parts of the meeting. This leads the group forward. 
❖ Encourage and model transparency. 
❖ Use food!  (If we don’t eat, we don’t meet ☺). 
❖ Relax! 
❖ Enjoy the silence…which is a challenge sometimes. 
❖ Invite (no closed groups) 
❖ Communication Link = (N x N) – N. (N = number of folks) 

 

OR 

Example:  8 x 8 = 64. 64-8= 56.  
With 8 people in a group, there are 56 possible C.L.'s or communication links.
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HOW TO USE THE STUDY GUIDE 

Welcome - “You to Me” 

• Sharing question brings everyone in the Life Group to a common focus. This is where we 
connect “You to me.”  

• Adapt questions based on who’s in the group and how long they have been there.  
• Sample back-up question: “What was the best part of your week? Why?” 
• Over time, use these questions as a push to help people be honest, get to know one another, 

to open up, and grow in God.   

Worship - “Us to God” 

• Worship is a __________ to God. This is where we connect “Us to God.”  
• Praise God using a Psalm or other passage of scripture, or with a worship song.  
• Share testimonies and then respond to God in prayer because of them.  
• As we Worship, the _____________ is doing ministry (softening hearts, revealing truth, and 

bringing conviction).  
• The time of Worship prepares our hearts for what God wants to do during the study.  

We are here to focus on Christ who is among us (Matthew 18:20) NLT.  

Word - “God to Us” 

• Facilitate discussion; do not “teach” (Romans 15:14).  
• Asking questions leads a person to discover scriptural principles for themselves.  
• 3 types of questions:  

• ______________ questions allow us to build a foundation based upon what God’s word 
is teaching us. Ex: From the passage of scripture or from the weekend message, what did 
you learn or observe?  

• ______________ questions follow the Observation question/s. With Interpretation 
questions you can go deeper, stimulate discussion, emphasize truth, clarify 
misunderstanding and evaluate needs of those in the group. You can go as 
_____________ or stay as _____________ as you would like!  Interpretation questions 
keep things moving, involve others and promote an awareness that the Lord always has 
more. Examples: “Thank you, someone else?” “Let’s hear from someone else.” 

• ______________ questions help us understand what God wants us to do or who he 
wants us to become. “How will you apply these _____________ principles to your life?” 
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Response - “God Through Us” 

• Pray for group members to be more intentional with their relationships. 
• Commit to do two practical actions to show Jesus’ love to those in your group and to those 

outside of your group. Serve each other and the community.  
• Have a group member take ownership of outreach events, cook-outs, fellowship with those 

who are far from God (and not in your group), etc., 
• Ask the question, “How would Christ use my life this week to touch people who are hurting, 

searching, etc.,?     
 

Tips:  

• Don’t be afraid of silence after a question.  
• Explain to the group what you want them to do: “Let’s start from my left…” 
• Participate when you feel the group may be wandering.  
• Wait to ask an understanding question until after the “discovery has been made.”  
• Consider how Christ wants to minister to and through the group. Stop and pray for immediate 

needs; Notice someone who has something to say… 
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GROUPS THAT GROW! 

Extensive statistical research has been done by Dr. Joel Comiskey and Jim Egli on what factors 
contribute to Life Group growth.  This research involved surveying 900 cell group leaders in the 
United States and seven other countries and comparing information about their groups’ growth with 
their personal information and behavior. In all 8 countries the same factors were found to be 
significant to group growth. Guess what they were: 

Life Group Leaders whose groups grow most rapidly 

Amount of Difference: Big Little No

Are Married

Are Single

Are Well-Educated

Have an Outgoing Personality

Are Younger

Have Been a Christian a Long Time

Have the Gift of Evangelism

Have the Gift of Teaching

Pray Daily for their Group Members

Spend More Time Daily with God

Set Goals for Group Multiplication

Identify and Involve New Leaders

Spend More Time with Group Members

Follow Up on Visitors

Spend More Time Preparing for the Group Meeting

 9
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HOW DO I SPOT A RISING APPRENTICE? 

1. Pray regularly for new apprentices (Luke 6:12-16). 

2. Look for group members who take the group seriously. 

3. Look for gifted people whom you can recognize and affirm. 

4. Try to look for people who exhibit the following spiritual, emotional, and social qualifications: 

Spiritual qualifications 
• Do they see God working in their life? 
• Are they self-feeders? (Do they consistently spend time nurturing their own spiritual growth through 

time in God’s Word and in prayer?) 
• Are they eager to learn? (Do they actively participate in spiritual discussions?) 
• Do they share the vision of small groups? 

Emotional qualifications 
• Are they secure enough to be vulnerable and honest with the group? 
• How do they respond to confrontation and character development?  

Social qualifications 
• Do they openly participate without dominating?  
• Do they come prepared?  
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HOW GROUPS GROW 

The best leaders and groups come from existing groups. Life Group Leaders embrace a life of 
mentoring others into maturity so they can confidently lead a group of their own.  

Healthy Group Model  
Share Ownership with everyone and Leadership with a few 

In a healthy group: 
• Members will make the group a priority.  
• You will prevent leadership burn-out. 
• Your group will naturally produce other leaders from within the group.  

Give everyone a responsibility and then share leadership with those who exhibit natural leadership 
tendencies.  

The following are some of the possible roles every healthy Life Group should embrace. If all of our 
gifts are not being used, the Body will not function as God intended (Ephesians 4:16). Build your 
members up, and ask them to embrace ownership in the group as if the health of the group depended 
on it –because it does.  

• Study Champion – Helps decide what to study when we are not in an alignment series.  
• Serve Champion – Coordinates all your serving.  
• Outreach Champion – Helps the group reach out and pray for those who we know are lost.  
• Worship Champion – Leads or plans worship for your meeting 
• Social Champion – Plans the group’s social activities. 
• Prayer and Praise Report Champion – Leads prayer and/or takes the prayer and praise 

requests for Group Finder. 
• Host Champion – They Host!  
• Food Champion – Coordinates anything food for the group, e.g. social gatherings, weekly 

meetings, BBQ’s, etc.,  
• New Member Welcome Champion – Meets with new members to share the groups visions, 

goals, and culture, including the Member Agreement. 
• Timekeeper – Helps the group stay on track. None of us need this right?  
• Information Champion – Updates and manages your Group Finder account (keeping it 

current with what study you are doing, updating your group description, adding and removing 
members, etc.,); communicates to the Life Group Pastor / Team; and manages group social 
media/email.  

Group time: Talk about an existing group or one you have visited in the past. What did they do really 
well or what did they struggle with? How would you have someone assume a role to help in this area? 
For your new Life Group, what are one or two you want to identify and put into action? 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

1. Group size – Groups will vary in size (even as few as 3 or 4 and as many as 15…yikes!). 

• As long as the group is following the healthy group model, it will naturally produce new 
members and leaders to maintain continued growth.  

• Groups that grow larger in number naturally multiply into new groups.  
• New groups can meet under one roof or in new homes.  
• Your Coach or one of the team will help you with the transition. 

2. Be intentional about updating your Group Information. MyRealLife or CCB!!! 

• People can search for groups with a preference search tool. Be accurate with Meeting Day, 
Time of Day, City, Zip, Group Type, Area of Town, Life-stage, and Gender Mix, Affinity.  

• Have fun with your Group Description. Tell people about who you are and why you want 
them there.  

3. Be prayed up and ready to receive emails from new members, and be ready to start the 
Leadership Development Process.  

4. Use of our iTunes/Google play app - the leaders info will be on our app and website. If the 
information changes, please let us know so we can keep your info as up to date as possible.  

5. Understand your group will go through seasons: growth, slowing down, digging deep, 
wandering, etc., Navigate these well and be ok with the organic feel of the group.  

6. Always be inviting. Groups grow when members invite others into community. Look for people 
in the church that are not plugged in and invite them to your group.  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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

How do I deal with someone who consumes the conversation or an ‘Extra Grace 
Required’ (EGR) person? There may be an occasional over-communicator in your group. They 
either answer every question at length choking out the interaction within your group, or they make the 
topic of discussion all about them.  
• Location, Location, Location. Sit next to them or in an orientation that keeps them from making eye 

contact with them.  
• Simply say, “Thank you   (Name)  . Is there anyone else who can jump in?” Or, be intentional about 

calling on someone else to answer the question before you read it. 
• You may need to have a one-on-one and:  

• Ask them to help draw others into the conversation.  
• Ask them to help facilitate by reading and not answering.  
• Ask them to stop    

How do I deal with someone who doesn’t participate? Once in a while you will have someone 
who loves to come but does not participate. That’s OK. The Holy Spirit is at work in them too. That’s 
why they keep coming back to group, but over time you might want to:  

• After conversation over a question is winding down, simply ask if they want to add anything.  
• Call them throughout the week and check in. At that time you can ask them if they feel 

comfortable in the group, or if they would like to meet to talk over the questions one-on-one. 
  
How do I redirect the conversation when it drifts off topic?  
This can happen fairly easily. Do not worry about it.  

• If the conversation is pertinent to the discussion let it marinate and go deep. It’s OK to “go 
there”, so help strengthen that healthy conversation with guiding and understanding questions.  

• If it isn’t, then redirect to a follow up question either in the guide or with one of your own.  
• Enlist another member to help keep you on track. Make him/her your Time Champion or a co-

facilitator. When they see the group is struggling, have them jump in and redirect or ask another 
question.  

How do I handle parents that will not take responsibility for their children?  
This can easily be handled in you Member Commitment.  

• At your first meeting or first meeting back, set the expectations by taking time to agree to certain 
guidelines. For example: Parents agree to handle their child’s needs immediately, or we agree 
as a group that each parent will spend time teaching the children, or we agree to provide a 
babysitter that will teach Biblical children’s studies, etc.,  

• If the agreement isn’t being adhered to it is always appropriate to have people sign them.  
• Again a one-on-one, gently encouraging them to take ownership, usually handles the problem.  

If all else fails, remember you have staff are Real Life that are there to help you in a pinch, to answer 
questions, to help solve problems, and to pray with you.  
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LEADERSHIP EXPECTATIONS 

Qualifications 
• Agreed to the Life Group Leader Commitment 
• Skills/Abilities/Spiritual Growth 
• Membership placed at Real Life 

Able to facilitate (not teach) a small group discussion 
• Leadership, Shepherding, and/or Hospitality – Strength in one of these gifts 

Social Skills – have a track record of relating and connecting with others 

Participated in a Real Life Life Group for at least 6 months 

Prepare for and Lead the Meeting 
• Complete the required homework for the discussion 
• Read the facilitator’s notes for insight 
• Be a good listener 
• Be honest and real (no one is perfect) 
• Be able to pray for others out loud 

Build A Roster, Follow Up, Connect and Communicate 
• Follow up on personal needs of group members and celebrate the praises 

Care for Members and their Families (Perhaps a hospital visit, arranged meals, rides, etc.,) 

Plan for Your Group to Participate in Service Projects 

Plan a Fun Activity for Your Group (suggested as a quarterly event) 

Assist with Expanding and Encouraging the Life Group Ministry 
• Select a co-leader of your group 
• Give co-leader opportunities to facilitate 
• Recognize potential leaders in the group  
• Encourage them to lead a group discussion in the future  
• Submit their names to the Life Group Pastor 
• Volunteer at a Life Group event 

Attend Various Leader Events during the Year 
• Gathering options – Celebrations, Leader Launches, etc. 
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LIFE GROUP LEADER COVENANT 

We are involved in being used by God to lead others to Christ and grow in the discipleship. Our 
goal is to create an environment in which spiritual growth can occur. This happens as we meet in 
meaningful community weekly. As a Life Group leader you are agreeing to a leadership position 
at Real Life. The group you lead is an extension of the larger ministry of Real Life. With that in 
mind, you are entering into a covenant relationship with Real Life on the following points: 

• Jesus Christ is my Lord and Savior. 

• I have placed my membership at Real Life and am in complete agreement with the church‟s  

statement of faith. 

• I am open to reporting and receiving feedback regarding the ministry of my Life Group. 

• I covenant to not be involved in any ongoing sin and will avoid the “appearance of sin.” 

• I covenant to regularly attend weekend services. 

• I covenant to seek to grow spiritually through the practice of spiritual disciplines: devotional 

time, prayer, generosity and community. 

• I covenant to maintain unity, agreeing not to teach or practice those things that are contrary to 

teaching of Real Life. I will maintain a positive attitude toward church leadership. 

• I covenant to commit to Real Life‟s healthy group model and develop/train/equip apprentices. 

• I covenant to surrender my position of leadership if requested to do so by church leadership. 

• I covenant to utilize the Deeper Questions each week unless additional materials are 

approved by church leadership. . 

• I covenant to facilitate weekly gathering of the Life Group I  lead. 

• I covenant to care for my group: weekly prep, prayer, connecting. 

• I covenant to weekly filling out attendance. 

• I covenant to make it fun (It‟s got to be fun!). 

Printed Name:   

Signature:   

Date:  
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